TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
you mean a coot". Coots flapped along the top of the water;
ducks, mallard and canvas-back rose and flew singly or in twos
and threes across the wide savannahs of the South Carolina sky;
a scurrying in the reeds . . . and silence again; then suddenly for
no apparent cause, with a twitter and thrash of wings, a wild •'
rustling from all around, hundreds of blackbirds lifted into the air.
I wondered what was that bush with trailing branches of dark-red
berries, but could not be bothered to ask; floating flat leaves like
the water-lily plant, but they were not water-lilies. The punt
pushed its way down narrow channels beset with weeds and reeds,
then into the dear broad pools, still and empty, which only reflected
the sunset clouds. A negro lad in a faded coral-red shirt ran swiftly
along the landscape with a gun—Paused at the edge of the wood—
What had he heard ? He was unbelievably like a figure from, any
page I had ever read about the Southern States. So was my darkie
wkh his paddle, squatting at the end of the punt behind me. So
was the avenue of live oaks draped in grey Spanish moss, the sun
pouring from the West setting fire to its luminous fringes as we
had walked down to the swamp. The darfcie boy did not even
sing; probably warbling would have "been discouraged tby the
serious duck-shooters, as much as an operatic caddy by golfers on
the tee.
Duck-shooting always makes me think of Hugo on his holidays
when he was a boy, at his home in Suffolk. I must try to write
of Hugo without being sentimental, even without remembering
him too vividly, but that will be difficult. He first springs into
memory rushing to meet and welcome me, a cocktail in either
hand, so proud to be host in his own rooms at last. Shy, too, for
of course I was old, a friend of his mother, and this was a young
party—two or three dozen boys and two or three pretty girls;
a nice proportion. I expect he had asked me as a graceful gesture
because I had given him a cocktail-shaker, monogrammed, on
his twenty-first birthday—no, I am already forgetting, that birth-
day was afterwards; but the sight of Hugo plunging towards
me, only to discover, laughing, embarrassed, charming, that, he
had no free hand to offer because of the over-brimming cock-
tails . . „ gave me that queer moment of encountering a face one
already knows intimately, the dark, dear-cut, arresting face of
a v$ry handsome woman not much younger than oneself, and
seeing it suddenly, the same face, the* same dean tilt of the head
and beautiful line of the jaw, transformed to a boy of twenty. For
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